
• Before performing 

a first magnetic 

field scan: we 

applied an external 

magnetic field of 

~ 240 mG and cool 

the cavity to 12 K.

• We performed the  

magnetic field 

scanning test. 

• These are plots of 

HPs reading  and 

FGMs reading during 

magnetic field scan 

around the cavity 

axis. 
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❑ Consists of two brackets.

❑ Four Hall probes are attached in one bracket and 

four Fluxgate magnetometers are attached in 

another bracket.

❑ Capable of move 0𝑜 to 360𝑜 around cavity axis 

azimuthally.

• Niobium Superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) cavities are essential building 

blocks of modern particle accelerators. They operate at cryogenic temperatures (2-4 

K) to achieve superiorly high-quality factors (1010 − 1011).

• Residual RF losses at high fields prevent achieving optimum quality factors at a 

higher accelerating gradient in SRF cavities. The magnetic flux trapping is a leading 

cause of residual loss that depends on cool-down conditions, surface preparation, 

and the ambient magnetic field [1 - 4]. Suitable diagnostic tools are in high demand 

to study the effects of such conditions on magnetic flux trapping to enhance cavity 

performance.

• A new magnetic field scanning system (MFSS) is developed to measure the local 

magnetic field trapped in SRF cavities at 4 K. The preliminary results of the 

measurements of the magnitude and distribution of trapped flux at different cool-

down conditions using Hall probes (HPs) and Fluxgate magnetometers (FGMs) in a 

1.3 GHz single-cell Nb cavity are presented.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

INTRODUCTION INITIAL RESULTS continue…

➢ A New system for measuring magnetic flux trapped in the walls of 1.3 GHz SRF cavities 

has  been designed, built and tested at cryogenic temperature.

➢ The system can detect the superconducting transition. Magnetic field scanning of a cavity 

surface was successfully carried out to measured the distribution of trapped magnetic fields 

around the cavity wall. Also, jump in magnetic flux was observed near the quench location. 

➢ Currently, we have used only four sensors in each bracket. In the future, we are planning to 

install 8 sensors in each bracket. 

➢ We plan to perform a magnetic field scan during a high-power RF testing of cavities 

prepared with different surface treatments at different cool-down and different external 

magnetic fields.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Before performing  a 

second magnetic field 

scan:

❑ We did slow cool-

down with 

𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑡~ 240 𝑚𝐺 and 

ΔT~ 200 mK.

❑ When the cavity 

temperature 

reached to 4.2 K, we 

decreased the 

𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑡𝑜 ~2 mG. After 

that we performed 

scan test.

❑ The values shown in 

plots are trapped 

flux on the cavity 

surface.• Detail of the experimental design of magnetic field scanning system can be found on [5].

INITIAL RESULTS  

Scan mode Results:

Schematic diagram of sensors orientation in MFSS

MFSS assembled on 1.3 GHz SRF cavity.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP:

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:

❖ First, assemble MFSS on a 1.3 GHz Nb cavity. Insert the assembled setup in a Dewar.

❖ Apply external magnetic field (𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑡). Perform experiment in two test modes: 

1. Monitor mode : Keep sensors at fixed location and record data continuously at that 

location.

2. Scan mode: Initially, keep all sensors at initial position (0o), and record data at that 

position. Move the sensors (or bracket) by certain angle, and record data taken at new 

position. Repeat this process until reach to 3600.

Monitor mode Results:

• The cavity was subjected to “fast cool-down” through the critical temperature at an 

external magnetic field of ~ 200 mG.

Both HPs or FGMs used in MFSS were able to detect the superconducting     

transition.

FGMs reading is lower

compare to HPs reading. 

It could be FGMs inability 

Detect all trap flux.

• Before performing  

scan test: we 

applied an external 

magnetic field of 

~ 100 mG , and  we 

performed fast cool-

down. Once cavity 

reached 4 K. We 

kept field as it is, and 

we performed the 

scan test

We observed localized higher trapped flux near the quench location identified by 

temperature mapping during high-power RF test.


